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A word from Professional Horsemen Council Chairman,
Eugene Spagnola
I hope this letter finds all of you well. 2020 was a difficult year to navigate and maintain
the integrity and strength of our businesses. From my professional and personal
experiences speaking with many of you throughout the course of this year, it has been
solidified in my mind that this is a resilient and tenacious group that’s willing to do
whatever it takes to persevere through adversity. This became apparent to me with the
overwhelming responses from AQHA Professional Horsemen at the onset of the
pandemic. Continuing to interact with our customers safely and keep horses in training
called for an immense amount of creativity and collaboration from everyone.

From virtual horse shows, to clinics and lessons, it was impressive to see our community come together as a whole. As
chairman, I was proud to witness Professional Horsemen from across the country leading the charge through difficulty,
making this year – although an unusual experience – still an exceptional one.
Despite setbacks in 2020, AQHA held some of the largest horse shows that the organization has seen in years. I recently
arrived home from the Florida winter circuits, having had a wonderful experience. At the shows, the stall count increased by
40% and total entries increased by 30%, respectively. It was refreshing to see my colleagues, their customers and members
enjoying the horse shows and doing what they love. This year was certainly unprecedented, but the continued engagement as
a community provided a much-needed sense of normalcy amidst all of the chaos.
The Professional Horsemen once again faced the never-ending challenge this year and raised money for the AQHA
Professional Horsemen’s Crisis Fund. We raised a remarkable $53,000, which was only down slightly from last year. Taking
into consideration that this year, the Nutrena Level 1 Championships, along with many other horse shows, were cancelled and
that the Professional Horsemen were challenged to execute socially distant Ride-the-Patterns, I’m very proud of the funds we
raised. The addition of the QR code seemed to be widely enjoyed by participants and spectators and made donating
significantly simpler. I see that innovation being a permanent option moving forward, especially since it aligns with one of our
common goals of creating an efficient and gratifying experience for everyone involved at the horse shows.
As we dive head-first into 2021, it’s appropriate to keep up the momentum and set goals for the Professional Horsemen. With
the start of the new year, I would encourage everyone to review the Professional Code of Ethics and make an actionable plan
to get more involved with your respective state affiliate. As a group, I’m counting on us all to hold each other accountable for
maintaining our involvement locally. It’s integral to keep in mind that our state affiliates are the heart, soul and backbone of our
horse show structure throughout the entire country. Horse shows, as we know them, and our careers would be unable to
survive without the help and unwavering support of good, hardworking volunteers. This year, I would encourage you to find
ways to give back to your affiliates as a Professional Horseman in an effort to foster and maintain a positive relationship.
Another focus I’d like to set our sights on is supporting AQHYA. As many of you are aware, youth membership numbers are
continuing to decline. As a group flush with leaders, the Professional Horsemen need to make a grassroots action plan and
take it upon ourselves to aid the youth association in any way that we can to combat the decline in membership. Some ideas
to pursue growth at the youth level could include but are not limited to volunteering to help local 4-H programs, local school
riding teams and starting beginning lesson programs. Continuing the membership cycle is essential to maintaining and
allowing our industry to thrive. It’s important to remember that oftentimes, potential new members need to be introduced to the
idea of participating in AQHA-sanctioned events, and it’s up to Professional Horsemen to not only provide that introduction,
but to do so in a way that represents our organization in the highest standards of professional integrity. Our newest members
could be riding and showing horses right down the road.
I hope everyone remains healthy and safe, as we begin our journey through 2021. I look forward to continuing to work and
connect with you all soon, whether it be in person or remotely.
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Reasons to Get Involved: AQHA Professional
Horsemen Can Help in a Professional Way
By 2017 MVP Gretchen Mathes
We all have something in common as members of AQHA – on some
level, we all love, respect and uphold this industry, this sport and this
breed. As AQHA Professional Horsemen, we took on the added
responsibility of being held to the highest standards both personally and
professionally. Conducting yourself professionally matters for the sake
of your business and maintains the dignity and respect of the sport for
everyone involved in AQHA. For us, professional integrity is important to
uphold at all times, but is essential when we’re putting our hard work to
the test at horse shows. Our affiliate groups deserve our time, attention
and dedication in order to flourish and hold effective, positive shows for
everyone involved.
Professional Horsemen can be integral to the success of their local and affiliate shows. It’s often misunderstood
how much effort and time it takes to run a horse show successfully. Getting your hands dirty in the process can be
eye-opening and a great example of leadership. Some of us have the luxury of attending professionally run horse
shows, whether it be via our own businesses or as a judge, and these experiences can provide countless
opportunities to learn. Professional show management staff are always trying innovative ways to make shows run
more efficiently and bringing home the show’s program or taking simple notes on ideas that work and can be
implemented in your own affiliate could prove to be a huge contribution. Financially, putting on a horse show is a
large undertaking, and assisting in getting sponsorships by being creative and finding new and inventive sources for
sponsorships can relieve some of the financial burden.
In the process of creating the show, doing what’s best for the affiliate should always come first. This might mean that
your specific discipline won’t get the premier time slot, but creating the best show schedule possible should remain
the priority. Discussing the schedule within the affiliate provides the opportunity to build communication between the
affiliate and the professionals. At the same time, it builds a better show for the exhibitors and all involved by making
the show experience more positive.
Helping to create an excellent horse show is a good start. As a leader, follow through is integral, and what follows
is being a part of the actual show’s execution. Professional Horseman can offer support throughout the entire horse
show. Professionals with trail expertise could offer their assistance to set or manage courses that the average
exhibitor can navigate. Helping the flow of a course or dropping the level of difficulty down a notch, while not taking
over the operation entirely, is a demonstration of excellent professionalism and leadership. This decision could be
cause for more excitement and participation in a difficult, intimidating class, which leads to more points in the class
overall.
Small efforts at the horse shows can go a long way – being flexible about where the practice trail course is set –
even if covered riding space is at a premium – is always accommodating. Keep in mind that local, affiliate-run shows
often rely heavily on volunteers – set the precedent for leadership and greatness by lending a hand whenever
possible. This could mean dragging poles to reset the trail course, ensuring exhibitors are getting to the cone on
time or picking up any slack in general.
As Professional Horsemen, it is our responsibility to be proactive with our affiliates. Lack of involvement at the
professional level leads to a lower standard, which leads to less-productive horse shows. Being a leader often
means leading by example and being reliable. Be the person and the professional that others come to for a fair and
honest opinion. Learn to listen and listen to learn – it will serve you and our shared business well for years to come.
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Professional Horsemen Spotlight Members - Ryan Cottingim & Amanda Gately
Ryan Cottingim and Amanda Gately have a new home and training facility in Shelbyville, Tennessee.
Ryan has been a member of the AQHA Professional Horsemen’s Association since 2006 and served on Team
Wrangler. Ryan was an active 4-H’er who went on to the University of Findlay, where he graduated from the
school’s equine program. He then stayed on at Findlay for a year as an instructor. After leaving Findlay, Ryan
went to work for a family in Southwest Ohio who had a small facility where he could start his own training
business, attending some small novice Quarter Horse and open shows. Later, Ryan went to work for Tommy
Sheets, where he got to train, show and coach on a national level.
Amanda has been a member of the AQHA Professional Horsemen’s Association since 2013. She grew up
showing all-around in the American Paint Horse Association with her mom, Kim Gately, who had a large
program in the Northwest. Amanda went to work for Robin Frid for six years where she was introduced to the
Quarter Horse industry and furthered her education in the training field.
Between the two of them, Amanda and Ryan have won multiple championships. Amanda won her first NSBA
world championship title in 2016 in hunter under saddle, has several AQHA World Show top-10 awards in Level
2 trail, western riding and hunter under saddle. Ryan won senior trail at the 2013 AQHA World Show. He has
won several Congress and NSBA world championship titles in trail and has numerous top-10s at both the
AQHA World Show, NSBA world show and All American Quarter Horse Congress, in western pleasure, trail
and western riding. Ryan has also coached many title winners at AQHA, NSBA and Congress shows.
In 2018, Ryan was in a horse-related accident that left him unable to ride for several months. An AQHA
Professional Horsemen’s Crisis Fund representative reached out to Ryan immediately and offered assistance.
Ryan and Amanda were grateful for the assistance. The next winter, they decide to use their annual Ryan
Cottingim Show Horse Christmas Party as a fundraiser to help give back to the Professional Horsemen’s Crisis
Fund. Amanda says, “We were so excited that our little Christmas party raised over $4,000 so the money would
be in the account for the next person who needed to use the crisis fund.”
Ryan and Amanda are a couple of the next generation of professional horsemen and -women, and the industry
is lucky to have them!

2021 AQHA CONVENTION
Click here to register online, view the tentative
schedule and review online agendas

Rooms for convention still
available at the Hyatt Hill Country if
made prior to February 25.
Call 1-800-233-1234 and ask for the
AQHA room block.
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Featured AQHA Program
Judges
Becoming an AQHA-approved judge is a rigorous process. The
process includes an application, references, and vetting by the
Judges and Executive Committee prior to testing. All applicants are
also listed online for public screening.
In mid-May, the all-around judge applicants that have made it
through the initial process come to Denton, Texas for 3 days of
testing. The testing includes a 200-question closed rulebook test. A
score of 80% or more is required on the rulebook test to continue
with the other segments of testing. Applicants then judge 14 classes
of 6 horses each, followed by an in-person interview with members
of the Judges Committee. The last day of testing includes 10 more 6
horse classes, this time on video. Only the top-ranking applicants at
each exam are approved.
Newly approved judges attend a new judge orientation, sign the
AQHA Judges Code of Ethics and are automatically enrolled in the
new mentor program that the Judges Committee developed.
Newly approved Newly approved applicants attend a new judge orientation, sign the AQHA Judges Code of Ethics
and are automatically enrolled in the new mentor program that the Judges Committee developed. Each new AQHA
All-Around or Progressive judge is matched up with a mentor of their choice from the Judges Committee. This
program allows for an experienced mentor to guide the newly approved judge and have a go-to expert to answer
any questions they have in their first year of judging. The Judges Committee wants to set up all judges for success.
The Judges Committee consists of 24 of our industry leaders across all disciplines and areas of expertise. The
Judges Committee supports the initiatives from the Professional Horsemen Council and the majority of the Judges
Committee are also AQHA Professional Horsemen.
Bob Avila
Leonard Berryhill
Joe Carter
Luke Castle
Charlie Cole
Al Dunning
Bill Enk
Tim Finkenbinder

Wayne Halvorson
Larry Little
Stephanie Lynn
Mike Murphy
Jeffrey Pait
Mike Perkins
John Pipkin (Chair)
Gary Roberts

Bennie Sargent
Jim Searles
Sarah Shoemake-Doles
Sam Rose
Steve Stephens
Dan Trein
Carla Wennberg

Achieving an AQHA judges card is only the beginning of a judge’s education. They push themselves to continually
read and study the rules and to further their own knowledge. All AQHA judges are convicted to judge by the rules,
judge honestly, fairly and impartially each horse exhibited based solely on the horse’s conformation and/or its
performance as the rules of the event dictate.
Judges carry a heavy weight on their shoulders when they enter the arena. Their decisions are final and very
important. Through these decisions judges’ channel and shape the horse show industry.
Every year AQHA judges are tested on the new rulebook as well as video classes. The Judges Committee
continuously challenges all AQHA judges to keep up with new ideas, innovations and to continuously stay current.
For more information on the AQHA judges program, click here to go to the judge resource page or contact Sr.
Director of Judges and Stewards Patti Carter at pcarter@aqha.org or Manager of Judges and Stewards Sydney
Reynolds at sreynolds@aqha.org
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Legislation Enhancing Quarter Horse Racing Revenue
By AQHA Chief Racing Officer, Janet VanBebber
Unlike the other disciplines that the American Quarer Horse Association plays a part in, horseracing is highly
regulated. The revenue stream that supports the purses for which racehorses compete is closely guarded by state
statutes and rules. Consequently, favorable legislation has an important impact on the industry, and the viability of
the racing industry as a whole is dependant on it.
One of the most important revenue drivers in the racing industry is alternative gaming. No longer the only gambling
game in town, horseracing is facing competion from other entertainment venues, and had to be creative to sustain.
Horseracing in itself continues to have a strong economic impact on a state’s economy (supporting ag-related
businesses, related employment opportunities, tax revenue on the gaming itself). This economic impact
substantiates a need for an outside source of revenue. In that endeavor, many horsemen’s groups have been able
to lobby for a percentage of proceeds from alternative gambling to serve as a revenue stream for the purses at their
race meets.
A common pursuit is the establishment of Historical Horse Racing (HHR) gaming. The gaming is based on real
historical races, but is offered in such a way that those playing could in no way identify the race. Its presentation is
more like a video gaming maching, and frequent gamblers find it appealing. Many states are already benefiting
from revenue from such gaming, including Wyoming, which since it passed a HHR bill in 2013 has seen its racing
industry generate more than $62 million annually, according to an economic impact study. New states are seeking
implementation presently; Kentucky just succeeded in passing a bill this week, and both Arizona and Montana are
among states pursuing a measure. The influx of revenue translates to millions of dollars in purse revenue, which in
turn stimulates the racing industry and results in increased breeding and racing Quarter Horses.
Some states do not have any alternative gambling, and the leaders have had to be creative in pursuing a funding
mechanism. Such is the case in Texas, where House Bill 2463 was passed and directed a percentage of tax funds
to benefit the industry. The legislation diverts sales taxes on horse feed, tack and other horse-related products and
services from the state's general fund to an escrow account established by the Texas Racing Commission and
capped at $25 million annually. No more than 70% of the funds in the escrow account may go toward purses. If the
escrow account reaches $25 million, that would be an additional $17.5 million in purse money annually, virtually
doubling what the purses were before the bill passed in 2019. Since implementation, horse sales have seen an
strong increase, as well as the numbers of horses racing in Texas.
These are a few examples of how favorable legislation impacts Quarter Horse racing revenue. AQHA remains
ready to assist in any such endeavors in a collaborative effort to help grow the industry.

Stay Connected with
fellow
Professional
Horsemen on
facebook

Click here to visit your AQHA
Professional Horsemen
Web Page
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Fuel the Win with ProForce® from Nutrena®
There’s a reason both professionals and sponsored riders are such big fans of ProForce®.
Winners align themselves with winners. And they know choosing high-quality nutrition is one of
the biggest ways to give their horses a leg up in the arena.
Nutrena® has built upon that notion and taken it a step further by offering a product that helps
horses recover after strenuous activity.
Horses are athletes, just like humans. Whether in practice or in competition, performing at the
level of an athlete requires proper fuel. What goes into the body has a significant impact on what
the body can do. ProForce’s Rebound Technology™ is a unique, proprietary blend of researchbacked chromium and branched chain amino acids (BCAAs) to support exercise recovery.
Chromium supports glucose moving to the cells where it’s needed for energy to repair and
replenish after work.
Like their human athlete counterparts, a solid nutrition plan is the fuel that allows performance
horses to compete and perform at their highest level. When horses have the right nutrition, they
are better able to quickly return to peak performance after strenuous training sessions and/or
competitions. With Rebound Technology, recovery isn’t an afterthought, the horse is always
being fed for optimal performance.
But it’s not just Rebound Technology in ProForce that sets it apart.
• Topline Balance® is Nutrena’s unique approach to topline health and is found in all of
our ProForce formulas. It’s the right amount, type and balance of amino acids to keep
your horse’s topline strong and healthy.
• Want your horses to have that extra “something” that turns heads? Our exclusive
Nutri-Bloom Advantage® improves overall fiber digestion by up to 15% which helps
result in better health and bloom.
• We also include marine-sourced calcite which supports gastric health and helps
maintain normal stomach pH.
• Every ProForce product includeswi Nutrena’s Empower® Boost, a high fat rice bran
extruded nugget to maintain a higher fat content.
And all ProForce products are eligible for Nutrena’s Plaid Perks loyalty program. Earn points for
any Nutrena feed purchase and redeem for rewards and discounts.
Set yourself apart from the competition and fuel the win with ProForce. For more information,
visit Nutrenaworld.com.
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